
THE TIME-TESTED REASON FOR OUR SUCCESS IS,
WE SIMPLIFY UNSALEABLES MANAGEMENT AND REDUCE COSTS.

WANT MORE INFORMATION? WE’RE HERE TO HELP.

info@drsreturns.com          610-327-1133          drsreturns.com

Since 1991, companies focused on supply 
chain innovation have turned to DRS for 
our industry leading services and solutions 
to maintain their competitive edge in the 
dynamic space of reverse logistics.

Our Core Values have been brought to life 
in our 30 years of existence.  Our leadership 
team inspires and motivates the DRS family 
to do the right thing and make a positive 
difference for our clients, our partners and 
the communities we operate in.

The freedom they have to innovate has allowed them to solve some of the 
most complex reverse logistics-based challenges for our clients.

We are proud of the level of trust we have earned in the supply chain 
industry.  It’s because of that trust we know our expertise coupled with the 
right mix of strategy and customized solutions will transform and optimize 
your reverse supply chain.

Client Centricity

OUR CORE VALUES

Merit and Teamwork

Uncompromised Integrity

Thought Leadership

Organizational Excellence

Continuous Improvement

WE MANAGE LOGISTICS... IN REVERSE
TRANSPORT SORTRETRIEVE RECEIVE INSPECT



OUR SOLUTIONS WILL TRANSFORM YOUR REVERSE SUPPLY CHAIN 
GIVING YOU A COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

PRODUCT RETURNS
DRS processes millions of units annually to the specific, individual requirements of each one of our clients. Our 
industry leading software application will enable us to customize your unique returns solution that will save you time, 
money and resources. 

PRODUCT REMARKETING
Look to the most trusted liquidation partner in the industry to recover the highest value on your product from our 
broad base of pre-approved secondary market buyers. 

SUPPLY CHAIN SERVICES
Let DRS perform statistically sound sampling, modeling and collection of data to be utilized to enhance your current 
returns management program.  Don’t have a program?  Let the experts at DRS design one for you that will eliminate 
waste and inefficiencies within your supply chain.

FINANCIAL SERVICES
Tired of not knowing exactly what you are paying for when reconciling your returns related claims?  Our service 
performs a rigorous auditing process that ensures timely and accurate reimbursement which helps to prevent the 
revenue dilution that often accompanies the claims reimbursement process. 

PRODUCT RECALLS
Whether voluntary or mandatory, the risks and costs associated with recalls can be substantial. Our solution provides 
seamless, end-to end- execution with a focus on the factors that will help to minimize risk while controlling costs, 
including; preparedness, coordination, rapid response, efficient processing and detailed reporting.

OS&D SERVICES
Allow DRS to help you take control of your overage, short & damaged (OS&D) inventory with a service built on the 
strategy of rule-based disposition focused on recovery vs. cost.

BULK DESTRUCTION
Our clients rely on our reverse logistics capabilities and infrastructure to handle their bulk and itemized destruction. 
The experts at DRS will custom design a program with the desired amount of processing required to facilitate cost-
effective, compliant destruction across all your waste streams (i.e., non-landfill destruction, hazardous, PSE, etc.).

SPECIAL PROJECTS
Reverse logistics is an exception-based business.  No one knows this better than DRS because that’s what we do 
every day.  No matter the type or the size, no project is too simple or complex nor too small or large.

CONSULTING SERVICES
The experts at DRS will provide you with the right strategy and tools to design, implement and execute the precise 
solution that will optimize your reverse logistics performance and save your company significant money.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
At DRS, we understand the power of your data.  This is why data access and analytics are standard with most 
services.  We are committed to providing our customers with unlimited access to their data and helping them to 
harness that data to drive organizational results.


